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AbstrAct.

Several parametric scans have been performed to study momentum transport on JET, AUG, DIII-D, 
NSTX and C-Mod. NBI modulation technique and RMP coil perturbation have been applied to 
separating the diffusive and convective momentum transport terms. The magnitude of the inward 
momentum pinch depends strongly on the inverse density gradient length, with multi-machine 
experimental scaling for the pinch number being –Rvpinch/cf = 1.1R/Ln +

 1.0. There is no dependence 
of the pinch number on collisionality whereas the pinch number decreases weakly with increasing 
q-profile. The Prandtl number was not found to depend either on R/Ln, collisionality or on q. The 
gyro-kinetic simulations show qualitatively similar dependence of the pinch number on R/Ln, but the 
dependence is weaker in the simulations. Gyro-kinetic simulations do not find any clear parametric 
dependence in the Prandtl number, in agreement with experiments. Momentum transport coefficients 
from each device give quite similar dependences and trends, and therefore extrapolation to ITER 
seems fairly robust. The extrapolation of these results to ITER illustrates that at large enough R/
Ln>2 the pinch number becomes large enough (> 3–4) to make the rotation profile peaked provided 
that the edge rotation is non-zero. And this rotation peaking can be achieved with small or even 
with no core torque source.

1. IntroductIon

Momentum transport and plasma rotation have been studied extensively on many tokamaks in 
recent years. Both experiments and theory have shown that sheared plasma rotation can stabilise 
turbulence while the rotation itself has beneficial effects on MHD modes, such as resistive wall 
modes. Numerous experimental results have been reported on individual devices – yet no dedicated 
multi-machine momentum transport experiments have been performed. This paper reports dedicated 
scans to study momentum transport that have been carried out on JET, DIII-D, AUG, NSTX and 
C-Mod within the ITPA framework.

2. MultI-MAchIne tokAMAk experIMents to exploIt nbI ModulAtIon 

(Jet, AuG, dIII-d) And rMp coIl perturbAtIon technIques (nstx) for 

MoMentuM trAnsport studIes

NBI modulation technique to create a periodic rotation perturbation has been exploited on JET 
[1], DIII-D [2] and AUG [3] while on NSTX, 50ms pulses of n = 3 non-resonant magnetic fields 
were applied, and the resultant relaxation of the rotation after the non-resonant magnetic field was 
turned off was modelled to extract vpinch and cf profiles. More detailed description on that analysis 
method is reported in Ref. [2]. The NBI modulation experiments have been carried out in different 
types of plasmas to study the parametric dependencies of momentum pinch and Prandtl numbers. 
Both in L-mode and H-mode plasmas with NBI modulation, ITGs are the dominant instability on 
JET, DIII-D and AUG. As the Prandtl number is defined as Pr = cf/ci, i.e. inversely proportional 
to the ion heat diffusivity, a comparison of the Prandtl number between different plasmas is more 
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unambiguous in ITG dominated plasmas where momentum and ion heat transport are tightly 
coupled. In TEM dominated plasmas or in plasmas where collisional heat transfer between ions and 
electrons is significant, momentum and ion heat transport are less coupled, thus making Pr = cf/ci a 
less relevant parameter to characterise momentum transport and compare different discharges and 
parametric dependencies. In most of the NSTX plasmas analysed in this paper, neo-classical transport 
dominates the ion heat transport channel. Therefore, on NSTX where ITG is not the dominant micro-
instability in the heat transport channel (although may still dominate momentum transport), there 
is no NSTX data plotted in the Prandtl number figures. In fact, a linear stability spectra for one of 
the NSTX shots used in this study shows the complex spectrum of modes, including overlapping
microtearing and ballooning (ITG/TEM/KBM) modes, indicating the complexity of the interpretation 
of the data. Moreover, the ion scale ballooning modes in NSTX differ from that in AUG, DIIID, 
JET, in particular the sensitivity to b. Detailed momentum transport studies on these NSTX data 
with extensive gyro-kinetic analyses are on-going [4].
 Typical time traces from a scan to study parametric dependences are shown in figure 1. This is 
a 3-point collisionality scan performed on JET, which will be discussed in more detail in section 
3. In all the AUG, JET and DIII-D experiments, the NBI power and torque were square wave 
modulated at a frequency fmod =

 6.25Hz or fmod =
 10Hz. This frequency is high enough to make 

the J×B torque the dominant source of torque perturbation everywhere outside r/a > 0.3. The 
modulation cycle is, on the other hand, much longer than the time resolution of the Charge Exchange 
Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostic used to measuring the toroidal rotation profile wf 
and ion temperature Ti. The modulated power varies from 2–5MW, the power tuned to create an 
appropriate size of the rotation modulation amplitude of around 5%. Consequently, it is possible to 
observe changes in toroidal rotation in the beam on and beam off periods and perform the Fourier 
analysis of the modulated rotation to derive the spatial profiles of amplitude (A) and phase (j) of 
the rotation perturbation.
 The transport analysis will rely on full momentum transport simulations in which the torque 
source is assumed to be known precisely enough, with the obvious consequence that any error in 
the source will cause an error on the derived transport coefficients. It is to be noted here that the 
NBI torque is the only torque source taken into account in this analysis. Thus the following terms 
are ignored that could affect the results presented in this paper: residual stress and possible torque 
sources/sinks due to MHD such as ELMs or NTMs. The analysed plasmas were with type III 
ELMs and the NTM activity varied from zero to very mild, thus the torque originating from these 
is negligible as compared with the large NBI torque. The possible role of the residual stress term is 
discussed later in the manuscript. For the calculation of NBI, the TRANSP code [5] has been used 
to calculate NBI power and torque profiles as a function of time.
 Time-dependent transport modelling of wf  is required to extract the transport properties from 
the plasma dynamic response. The transport analysis methodology is in this study to determine the 
momentum diffusivity and pinch is the same as that described in more detail in [1,6]. It is based 
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on predictive transport simulations of toroidal rotation using the 1.5D code JETTO and the power 
and torque sources calculated by TRANSP. The analysis technique is based on minimising the error 
between the experimental and simulated amplitude, phase and steadystate profiles of the rotation 
where the transport model for the rotation includes a Prandtl number and a pinch profiles chosen 
in a way to best reproduce the experimental amplitude, phase and steady-state profiles. As a result, 
a Prandtl and a pinch profile covering radially the whole radius is obtained (not accurate in the 
edge region). One of the key features in this multi- tokamak analysis is that AUG, JET and DIII-D 
data have been analysed with exactly the same tools and analysis method, removing the possibility 
of uncertainties in the analysis results often arising from different tools when dealing with multi-
tokamak data.

3. dIMensIonless collIsIonAlIty scAn And the dependence of 

MoMentuM trAnsport coeffIcIents on collIsIonAlIty

The standard method to carry out the dimensionless similarity experiment to scan the collisionality, 
presented in reference [7], has been exploited in this experiment. The main idea is to vary collisionality 
while keeping the other dimensionless quantities, such as r*, bN, q and Ti/Te, as constant as possible. 
The time traces of the most relevant quantities were already shown in figure 1 from the JET part 
of the experiment. Within the 3-point scan, collisionality changes over almost a factor of 4. The 
volume averaged r* and bN are changing within the scan by about 10% and 20%, respectively. 
The NBI power modulation and the different power levels between the pulses, required to obtain 
the collisionality variation, are also shown. A clear modulated toroidal rotation wf signal is also 
visible in figure 1. On DIII-D, r*, bN, q and Ti/Te were kept similarly constant to JET at around 10% 
variation level (the absolute values different from JET though), but in the central part (r/a<0.4), R/Ln 
varied between the three DIII-D pulses significantly, therefore making the collisionality scan invalid 
in that region. Both JET and DIII-D scans were performed in L-mode because the collisionality 
scan, while simultaneously keeping R/Ln constant, is not viable to carry out in H-mode plasmas 
due to the density peaking dependence on collisionality [8]. From the core transport point of view 
Lmode does not matter as according to GS2 [9] linear gyro-kinetic simulations, these NBI heated 
low density L-mode plasmas are dominated by the ITG modes.
 The averaged momentum pinch number (defined as –R0vpinch/cf) over 0.4 < rtor

 < 0.7 from the 
JET and DIII-D dimensionless collisionality scans after the detailed transport analysis are shown 
in figure 2 (left frame). The momentum pinch number does not depend on collisionality either on 
JET or on DIII-D. The pinch numbers are higher on JET than on DIII-D, most probably due to R/
Ln being of the order 3 on JET and 2 on DIII-D among these pulses. This is an important result, 
both in view of extrapolating the magnitude of the pinch in ITER and in this study by excluding 
the effect of collisionality on momentum pinch number in any further analysis of the parametric 
dependences. Similarly, within this collisionality scan, the Prandtl number does not depend on r*.
 On NSTX and AUG, no such a dimensionless collisionality scan was possible to carry out. 
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However, it is possible to take data from pulses at nearly constant q and R/Ln, and this data has 
been added into figure 2 (right frame). This confirms further the result from the dedicated JET/
DIII-D collisionality scan as no clear trend between the pinch number and r* was found although 
the variation in r* is very small in AUG shots and the scatter among the points from NSTX is large.
 The dependence of the momentum pinch and Prandtl number on collisionality was also studied
in linear gyro-kinetic simulations using the GS2 code. The GS2 runs have been performed using the 
actual data from each shot. The GS2 calculations were performed on a spectrum 6 modes ranging 
from 0.15 to 0.8, with log spacing, and a spectral shape along reference [10] was used. This choice 
gives the usual peaking around kyri = 0.25. In JET, the simulations are fully consistent with the 
experimental results; neither momentum pinch nor the Prandtl number depends on collisionality. 
This is illustrated clearly in figure 3 (left frames). In DIII-D (right frames), the simulations tend 
to weakly suggest that both the Prandt and pinch numbers decrease with increasing collisionality 
although the dependence is weak. However, in the inner part (r/a<0.5) the observable dependence 
is in fact due to smaller R/Ln of the high collisionality shot rather than due to a real collisionality 
dependence while on the outer half, R/Ln is matched well among the three shots. In general in 
momentum transport theory, the pinch and Prandtl numbers do not depend on collisionality [11].

4. dependence of MoMentuM pInch And prAndtl nuMber on Inverse 

densIty GrAdIent lenGth r/ln

There is no simple way to perform a clean R/Ln scan in a tokamak without changing some other 
dimensionless parameter simultaneously. In particular, the strong coupling between the collisionality 
and R/Ln in H-mode plasmas makes the R/Ln scan without changing the collisionality virtually 
impossible to carry out. However, since no dependence of momentum transport coefficients on 
collisionality was found in the collisionality scan experiment discussed in the previous section, it 
is possible to scan R/Ln by varying collisionality and assign the possible changes in momentum 
transport to be caused by R/Ln rather than collisionality.
 The dependence of the Prandtl number on R/Ln is illustrated in figure 4. The single value of Pr 
attached to each shot is based on the average value of Pr between 0.4 < r < 0.8. Also, R/Ln reflects 
the average value from the same radial range. The large range in R/Ln among the shots has been 
achieved mainly by varying collisionality, density and the amount of the NBI heating power. The 
variations in q and heating scheme have been kept to a minimum. It is evident in figure 4 that the 
Prandtl number does not depend on R/Ln as the scatter of the points and the three tokamaks is rather 
uniform.
 The dependence of the pinch number on R/Ln obtained from JET, DIII-D and AUG NBI 
modulation shots is illustrated in figure 5 (left frame). The shots are the same as shown in figure 4. 
The pinch number shows a clear dependence on R/Ln on each device separately and also as a joint 
database. In the right frame, a set of NSTX pulses with similar values of collisionality and q have 
been added with the points from the other tokamaks. Linear regression for the pinch number gives 
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R0vpinch/cf ~1.2R/Ln both for JET and DIII-D, R0vpinch/cf
 ~1.5R/Ln for AUG and R0vpinch/cf~0.6R/

Ln for NSTX. The combined four tokamak dataset yields – R0vpinch/cf=1.1R/Ln +
 1.0 for the overall 

dependence.
 The increase in the pinch number with increasing R/Ln is qualitatively consistent with theory and 
gyro-kinetic simulations [11], but quantitatively the simulations give roughly a factor of 2 weaker 
dependence than found in the experiments [12]. The difference between the experiment and gyro-
kinetic simulations is not fully understood. Preliminary simulations with GKW code including 
the E×B shearing effect [13] have found that this mechanism produces a residual stress which is, 
however, too small to explain the difference between the predicted and measured pinch velocities. 
More extended investigations, considering also other residual stress mechanisms like the profile 
shearing effect [14,15], are planned for future work.

5. 3-poInt q-scAns of MoMentuM trAnsport In Jet And AuG

A 3-point q-scan was performed on JET and AUG. The magnetic field was kept at B = 3.0T and 2.5T 
on JET and AUG, respectively, while the plasma current Ip was varied from 1.5MA to 2.5MA and 
0.4MA to 1MA, on JET and AUG, respectively. The result of the scan is presented in figure 5 as a 
function of q at mid-radius. The variation of R/Ln within this 3-point qscan in figure 7 was about 
0.4 in JET and 0.3 on AUG, which should result in a change of less than 0.5 in the pinch number 
according to figure 4 and the corresponding scaling. Therefore, the observed weak q-dependence 
of the pinch number (larger than 1 unit in –Rvpinch/cf in figure 5) seems larger than the one induced 
by the difference in R/Ln between the high and low q shots. However, taking into account of the 
actual error bars as indicated in the plot, no solid conclusion can be drawn about the momentum 
pinch number dependence on q although the scan suggests a weak dependence. The JET points 
within the q-scan are significantly higher than the AUG ones due to R/Ln being around 3 on JET 
versus 1.5 on AUG.
 One should also note that while q is scanned here, the magnetic shear s is also varied, and the 
theory suggests in addition to the q dependence that -Rvpinch/cf depends also on s [16]. These two 
effects are challenging to separate from each other in the experiment. The Prandtl numbers for 
the same three shots are 1.55, 1.39 and 1.81 for JET and 1.55, 1.5, 0.95 for AUG, respectively in 
the descending order of q for the shots in figure 5. Therefore, one can conclude that no obvious 
trend between the Prandtl number and q-profile was found within this scan. This is consistent 
with theory [16].

dIscussIon And conclusIons

The NBI modulation technique has been exploited on AUG, JET and DIII-D to study parametric 
dependencies of both the momentum pinch and the Prandtl number. This method is a powerful 
experimental tool to separate the diffusive and convective components of the momentum flux. 
Exactly the same tools have been used to obtain the momentum transport coefficients from each 
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device. RMP coil perturbation technique has been used on NSTX.
 A dedicated collisionality scan was performed on DIII-D and JET by keeping the other 
dimensionless quantities (bN, r*, q, Te/Ti) constant. No change in the pinch number was observed 
when the collisionality was varied by a factor of 5 within the scan. In addition, no dependence of the 
Prandtl number on collisionality was found. Supplementing this data set with shots from AUG and 
NSTX at constant R/Ln and q increases the scatter, but still confirms the independence of the pinch 
number on collisionality. Linear gyro-kinetic simulations using the actual data from the JET and 
DIII-D shots are in good agreement in the pinch number with respect to collisionality dependence.
 Within the R/Ln scan, a strong dependence for the pinch number on the inverse density gradient
length was observed on JET, AUG, DIII-D and NSTX, the multiple database giving –vpinch/cf ≈ 

1.1R/Ln + 1.0. Also, a statistical approach applied to the JET rotation database yields a similar trend 
[17]. Within the same R/Ln scan, the Prandtl number was not found to be sensitive to R/Ln in these 
in the multi-tokamak database. On AUG and JET, the pinch number was found to decrease weakly 
with increasing q, but this dependence is just within the error bars so that no solid conclusions can 
be drawn. The Prandtl number did not depend on q.
 Based on the results from these multi-tokamak parametric scans, one can conclude that the inward 
pinch will have a significant impact on the rotation profile in ITER provided that the density profile is 
at least moderately peaked (R/Ln

 ≥ 1) and some rotation source is available at the edge of the plasma. 
In all these analyses, a possible intrinsic torque component has not been taken into account. For the 
high power NBI shots, like the JET ones, this component will not affect the results significantly, but 
for lower power shots, like the DIII-D L-mode shots, this term may be significant. By adding an 
extra edge torque term (like arising from the residual stress) in the analysis method does not modify 
the inferred pinch and Prandtl number profiles inside r/a < 0.8. However, any intrinsic core torque 
term would instead modify the momentum transport coefficients. The experimental studies on core 
and edge intrinsic torque terms are on-going (and some reported in ref. [18]) and the preliminary 
results indicate that the core torque terms seems relatively small compared with the core NBI torque. 
Still, further experiments and analyses combining these two sources of information are on-going. In 
addition, there are more NBI modulation shots to be included from DIII-D and AUG and additional 
data from C-Mod to finalise the scans and find possible other subdominant dependencies, such as 
r* or b, in addition to R/Ln. Once these experimental parametric dependencies of the pinch and 
Prandtl numbers as well as the intrinsic torque component are known, reliable extrapolation to ITER 
becomes possible.
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Figure 1: Time traces of plasma current Ip, magnetic field 
B at magnetic axis, r*, bN, NBI power Pnb and toroidal 
angular frequency wf at r/a=0.5 for 3 JET Pulses No’s. 
79811 (blue), 79815 (black) and 79814 (red) with different
volume averaged collisionality.

Figure 2: (Left frame) Pinch number as a function of 
collisionality from the JET (black diamonds) and DIII-D
(blue squares) 3-point dimensionless collisionality scans. 
The data have been averaged between 0.5 < rtor<

 0.8. As
in left frame, but including data from AUG (red circles) 
and NSTX (green squares) pulses at almost constant q
and R/Ln.
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Figure 3: Prandtl number (upper frames) and pinch number (lower frames) profiles for the discharges forming the 
3-point collisionality scan as a function of normalised toroidal flux co-ordinate r from linear GS2 simulations using 
the actual input data for JET shots (left) and DIII-D shots (right). The GS2 runs have been performed at five radial 
locations for each shot.

Figure 4: Prandtl numbers averaged over the range 0.4<r<0.8, as a function of the inverse density gradient
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Figure 5: (Left frame) Pinch number as a function of R/Ln 
from JET (black diamonds), DIII-D (blue squares) AUG 
(red circles) from the NBI modulation shots. The data 
have been averaged between 0.4<rtor<0.8. Right frame, 
as in left frame, but including data from NSTX (green 
squares) pulses with RMP coil perturbation length R/
Ln for JET (black diamonds), DIII-D (blue squares) and 
AUG (red circles).

Figure 6:  The experimental momentum pinch numbers 
–Rvpinchcf as a function of q value at mid-radius r = 0.5 
from the 3-point q scan from JET (black diamonds) and 
AUG (red circles) averaged over 0.4< rtor<0.8.
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